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after the downloading process was completed, we viewed the data on the monitor. there were
areas of slowing down, and areas of speeding. we would have to use the stop time information
provided by the service provider to determine the duration of the stop. if you are thinking about
purchasing a gps asset tracking device, our consumer reviews can help you decide. at the time
of this review, the landairsea product line has a total of three models: the silvercloud, the
blackcloud and the silvercloud memory. each model has different capabilities and pricing,
however, the silvercloud is considered the entry-level model. from here, you can decide which
option best fits your company's needs. the silvercloud sync and sync plus are the most
comparable models to the one we reviewed. the devices are also comparable in their capabilities
and pricing. when purchasing a silvercloud, you can choose between two versions: sync and sync
plus. the sync features a gps asset tracking device that automatically stores your vehicle's
location for up to 30 days. the silvercloud sync plus has a much longer reporting time, retaining
your location for up to 180 days. the silvercloud sync also offers the ability to submit your
vehicle's location online to silvercloud's website via an internet browser, which is useful for
providing updates to customers or when you want to share your vehicle's location with third
parties. if you are considering a gps asset tracking device, our customer reviews can help you
decide. at the time of this review, the landairsea product line has a total of three models: the
silvercloud, the blackcloud and the silvercloud memory. each model has different capabilities
and pricing, however, the silvercloud is considered the entry-level model. from here, you can
decide which option best fits your company's needs. the silvercloud sync and sync plus are the
most comparable models to the one we reviewed.
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